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We don’t work the way we used to anymore. From 
temporary pandemic disruption forcing workers to 
stay at home to a labor force that demands flexible 
and versatile workspaces, where and how we work 
is shifting. As of 2018, millennials make up more 
than 35% of the U.S. labor force , surpassing the two 
previous generations, and older Gen Zers—those born 
after 1996—are starting to make their way into the 
labor pool, transforming the idea of a workspace into 
a digital domain that can be anywhere. 

In fact, by 2023 more than 43.3% of the global workforce will be mobile and relying on digital 
workspaces.2 However, some IT leaders are finding it difficult to make this transformation a 
sustainable reality for their organizations. This is in part due to their traditional Wide Area 
Network’s (WAN) limited capabilities and flexibility.

“For a long time, you could hub and spoke everything to flow 
through data center—from point A to point B,” explains Darrin Good, 
the Director of Business Development, Enterprise Networking and 
Security at CompuNet. “Many organizations are realizing that their 
people need services that fall somewhere along this line—points 
C,D, and E—and have no way of making that happen without a lot of 
hands-on and timely labor.”

Mobile devices, laptops, and Internet of Thing (IoT) devices that rely on internet connections 
enable remote workers to work from home, or anywhere, without flowing through the 
data center. This creates chaos as traffic runs rogue without proper security policies and 
management protocols. Compound that with cloud services that take the data center 
completely out of the equation and traditional WAN goes mad. This growing number of 
branches has IT teams working overtime to manage, secure, and troubleshoot every endpoint. 
An industry already thin on professionals, the IT space doesn’t have enough experienced 
engineers to handle this demand, and many engineers don’t want to be stuck doing repetitive, 
mundane management tasks when they could be innovating instead.

Remote Workforce Changes 
Technology Environment 

There are only enough cybersecurity pros to fill about 60% of the available 
jobs in the U.S.3 
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In a Cisco survey of 600 IT and business decision makers , 93% believe the IT talent gap is 
having a detrimental effect on their business’s ability to digitally transform, including keeping 
pace with a growing remote workforce. And that is only the start of the challenges businesses 
face during this stage of technology evolution.

1 Millennials are the largest generation in the U.S. labor force, Pew Research Center - https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/04/11/millennials-larg-
est-generation-us-labor-force/
 2Global Mobile Workforce Forecast Update 2017-2023, Strategy Analytics, https://www.strategyanalytics.com/access-services/enterprise/mobile-workforce/
market-data/report-detail/global-mobile-workforce-forecast-update-2017-2023
3Strategies for Building and Growing Strong Cybersecurity Teams, (ISC)2 Cybersecurity Workforce Study - https://www.isc2.org/-/media/ISC2/Re-
search/2019-Cybersecurity-Workforce-Study/ISC2-Cybersecurity-Workforce-Study-2019.ashx?la=en&hash=D087F6468B4991E0BEFFC017BC1ADF59C-
D5A2EF7

4Cisco: Tech Trends for 2020 and beyond, Cisco News - https://news-blogs.cisco.com/emear/2020/01/02/cisco-tech-trends-for-2020-and-beyond/

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/04/11/millennials-largest-generation-us-labor-force/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/04/11/millennials-largest-generation-us-labor-force/
https://www.strategyanalytics.com/access-services/enterprise/mobile-workforce/market-data/report-detail/global-mobile-workforce-forecast-update-2017-2023
https://www.strategyanalytics.com/access-services/enterprise/mobile-workforce/market-data/report-detail/global-mobile-workforce-forecast-update-2017-2023
https://www.isc2.org/-/media/ISC2/Research/2019-Cybersecurity-Workforce-Study/ISC2-Cybersecurity-Workforce-Study-2019.ashx?la=en&hash=D087F6468B4991E0BEFFC017BC1ADF59CD5A2EF7
https://www.isc2.org/-/media/ISC2/Research/2019-Cybersecurity-Workforce-Study/ISC2-Cybersecurity-Workforce-Study-2019.ashx?la=en&hash=D087F6468B4991E0BEFFC017BC1ADF59CD5A2EF7
https://www.isc2.org/-/media/ISC2/Research/2019-Cybersecurity-Workforce-Study/ISC2-Cybersecurity-Workforce-Study-2019.ashx?la=en&hash=D087F6468B4991E0BEFFC017BC1ADF59CD5A2EF7
https://news-blogs.cisco.com/emear/2020/01/02/cisco-tech-trends-for-2020-and-beyond/


Traditional WAN architectures weren’t built to handle the influx of data and devices that have 
become the norm in our highly connected world. Changes to the way we work—expansion of 
cloud applications, network traffic, security threats, and mobile users—have pushed the limits 
of traditional WAN architectures, making it nearly impossible for networks to keep up. 

Change Brings Challenges for Today’s  
WAN Environments

Year over year, network traffic is growing at an exponential rate of 30%5 
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Providing the right level of network access, end-to-end security, and 
unlimited mobile capabilities is more critical than ever in today’s world. In 
fact, it’s a necessity to empower the mobile workforce to deliver desirable 
business outcomes. 

WAN architecture management protocols include managing devices on a per-device basis 
with separate networks on MPLS and broadband. This process creates vulnerabilities and 
inconsistent user experiences as mobile device connectivity increases. It also makes managing 
WAN even more complex, if not impossible in some circumstances. 

Many IT departments find themselves in the precarious position of looking for ways to increase 
bandwidth, improve connectivity, and provide secure network access across thousands of 
branch locations—a task too big for them to do on their own. 

WAN complexity is one of the top three concerns plaguing 
enterprise architects6 

• Higher bandwidth demands

• Management complexity

• Inconsistent app  
performance

• Multiple cloud connections 

and workloads

• Loss of network visibility

• Fragmented security 
policies 

• Reduced scalability 

• Inconsistent security 
controls for mobile users

• Poor network reliability

• Bad application 
experiences

• Higher WAN costs

• Trouble meeting customer 

needs

Challenges for the 
Network Team

Challenges for the 
Security Team

Challenges for the 
Business

5Can Your WAN Keep Up?, Cisco Infographic - https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/enterprise-networks/sd-wan/nb-07-cte-infograph-
golin-en.pdf
6SD-WAN: Security, Application Experience and Operational Simplicity Drive Market Growth, IDC Technology Spotlight - https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/
us/solutions/collateral/enterprise-networks/intelligent-wan/idc-tangible-benefits.pdf/

More applications
being adopted across 

multiple clouds and  

locations

More security 
threats as users  

circumvent policies to 

connect to these apps

More network 
traffic that creates  

bottlenecks and  

management challenges

More mobile users
that demand  

optimal performance 

anywhere they connect

https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/enterprise-networks/sd-wan/nb-07-cte-infograph-golin-en.pdf
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/enterprise-networks/sd-wan/nb-07-cte-infograph-golin-en.pdf
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/enterprise-networks/intelligent-wan/idc-tangible-benefits.pdf


• Increased bandwidth at a lower cost
• Centralized management across branch networks
• Optimized visibility into the network
• Expanded connector and vendor options for 

building tailored networks

SD-WAN Maximizes 
Network Performance 
Increasingly, enterprises are moving to software-
defined wide area network (SD-WAN) to overcome 
these business-crushing challenges and optimize 
performance. SD-WAN technology significantly 
increases network flexibility and agility by removing 
the burden of manual traffic management from 
physical devices
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95% of enterprises are using or expect to use 
SD-WAN within 24 months76.
SD-WAN adoption is growing rapidly because the 
technology provides a wide range of important 
operational and financial benefits, including:
 

SD-WAN enables businesses to overcome these 
challenges and more because it’s created to scale 
with the business, eliminate future gaps, mitigate new 
security threat scenarios, and enable the organization 
to exceed user and customer expectations.  

Let’s take a look at how SD-WAN empowers your 
key areas of your business—your network team, 
your security team, and your business as a whole—
to overcome key connectivity and optimization 
challenges. 

Gartner forecasts that by year-end 2023, more 
than 90% of WAN edge infrastructure refresh 
initiatives will be based on SD-WAN versus 
traditional routers7.

6 SD-WAN: Security, Application Experience and Operational Simplicity Drive Market Growth, 
IDC Technology Spotlight - https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/enterprise-
networks/intelligent-wan/idc-tangible-benefits.pdf
7 Healthcare WAN Edge Infrastructure Supports Evolving Networks, HIT Infrastructure 
https://hitinfrastructure.com/news/healthcare-wan-edge-infrastructure-supports-evolving-networks



Overcoming Key Challenges:  

Accelerating Connectivity   
Network teams face substantial challenges trying to keep up with 
digital workspace transformation and enabling remote workers 
to stay connected to the tools they need to drive productivity.  
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• Higher bandwidth demands
• Management complexity
• Inconsistent app performance
• Multiple cloud connections and workloads

Challenges for the Network Team

SD-WAN enhances your business evolution by simplifying deployment from a central location. 
As requirements change, bandwidth can be added or reduced, and you can combine cellular and 
fixed-line connections. It also provides total transport flexibility because it can take advantage 
of any transport protocol, including 3G, 4G LTE, MPLS, internet, ethernet, serial or Wi-Fi. 

Increased bandwidth and transport options

SD-WAN’s flexible and agile management capabilities give organizations the opportunity 
to make on-the-fly changes as they never could before. From a single dashboard, you can 
configure and manage WAN, cloud and security across branch networks to keep up with the 
changing dynamics of your business or the environment. This is especially important when it 
comes to maintaining the stability of your business with a remote workforce.  

Centralized management 

SD-WAN enables you to take advantage of intelligent path control that steers traffic based on 
application. This traffic-forwarding capability allows your team to quickly and easily push a 
variety of policies based on IP addresses, application profiles, port number, quality-of-service 
markings, time of day, or any other number of variables. 

Improved app performance

Managing a plethora of everchanging cloud services—AWS, Microsoft AZURE, Google, SaaS—
and keeping up with systems changes, such as locations and connections, can be tricky. SD-WAN 
regional hub multi-cloud access enables you to easily transition and automate policy switches 
quickly, instead of having to manage devices separately. This helps organizations maintain a 
foundation of stability, helping the business move forward. 

Streamlined cloud integration

“Businesses are free to not only design and deploy their network from a central location, but 
also implement changes and push updates out quickly to network hardware, such as routers 
and switches. It doesn’t get much easier than that.” — Darrin Good

SD-WAN helps organizations accelerate connectivity  
— no matter the disruption or workspace



Overcoming Key Challenges:  

Safeguarding Data and Reputations   
Always top-of-mind, security is especially harrowing when it 
comes to protecting your network from outside influences 
that prey on remote capabilities. 
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• Loss of network visibility
• Fragmented security policies
• Reduced scalability
• Inconsistent security control for mobile users

Challenges for the Security Team

SD-WAN enables your IT administrators to detect attacks more quickly by providing constant 
visibility into the amount and types of traffic on a network. By segmenting network traffic end 
to end, you can minimize threats to your business, including breaches, data exfiltration, and 
insider threats. 

Full-network visibility

Maintaining security policies manually can lead to fragmentation, which opens gaps in your 
network. Even the best personnel inevitably will make human mistakes, and replicating syntax 
and rules exactly is impossible when there are multiple routers and connections. SD-WAN 
streamlines this process by enabling your team to build policies at the central manager and use 
variables to adapt policies as necessary to provide a true level of security and management 
that is uniform and not fragmented.   

Uniform security policies

Unexpected changes, such as a pandemic disruption or planned shifts, such as a restructuring 
to remote work environments can max out traditional security coverage. SD-WAN’s integrated 
connectivity and cloud-delivered security provides secure internet and SaaS applications access 
to effectively handle future traffic growth and keep your business moving forward.

End-to-end scalability 

Though mobility has come to play a major role in how we do business, providing the right 
security at the right time has been a worry for many CIOs. SD-WAN makes it possible for users 
to connect from anywhere with minimal latency, enhancing security throughout the network.   

Enhanced mobile security 

SD-WAN simplifies security so you can easily safeguard your data and your 
reputation replacing your security headaches with overall peace of mind.



Overcoming Key Challenges:  

Expanding Business Opportunities   
Even when everything is stable and running optimally, there are 
still hurdles to address in achieving your business goals. The 
last thing you need is to have your network be one of them.  
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• Poor network reliability 
• Bad app experiences
• Higher WAN costs
• Trouble meeting user and customer needs

Challenges for the Business

Standard WAN routing protocols are designed to route traffic in a very expected fashion 
based on operational status, but that doesn’t work for today’s application demands. SD-WAN 
distributes traffic across multiple connection methods based on traffic type, latency, jitter, and 
other factors. If the quality of service level drops below the required levels, the traffic can 
automatically switch to an alternate path until the internet path becomes acceptable to use 
again.

Enhanced network reliability 

By utilizing the internet to create secure, high-performance connections, SD-WAN can deliver 
business applications cost-effectively while optimizing Software as a Service (SaaS) and other 
cloud-based services. It also improves remote efficiency by enabling automation and provides 
reliable, inexpensive links for IoT projects.    

Increased performance and productivity

SD-WAN significantly reduces operating expenses (OpEx) by decreasing or eliminating high-
priced WAN circuits, uses low-cost internet connectivity instead of expensive carrier-grade 
MPLS connections, and requires less staff to manage and maintain its operation.All significant 
savings to your bottomline. 

Reduced OpEx 

Technology is only as good as the value users get out of using it. Giving users an exceptional 
experience—in the office, at home, or on the road—is key to keeping your employees engaged 
and productive. With individual users having unique connectivity and access needs, SD-WAN 
simplifies network and connectivity management, giving your IT team the flexibility and agility 
they need to maintain business stability.  

Positive user experience

SD-WAN helps businesses reduce network liabilities to get more out of 
their technology investments and open the door to expanded business 
opportunities. 

“Voice communications over the internet used to be highly unreliable, delivering a very low 
quality of service. SD-WAN has changed all that. With its flexibility and automation, SD-WAN 
provides high quality voice, even using inexpensive internet connections.” — Darrin Good



An Open, Programmable, and Scalable 
Architecture for a Multi-cloud 

Cisco SD-WAN unleashes the power of connectivity—internally, externally, 
and in the cloud—without compromising security, scale, performance, or 
application experience. And best of all, it’s simple to operate and easy to 
manage. With a single WAN overlay fabric, all policies and configurations 
can be centrally managed, even across multi-cloud environments.
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With Cisco SD-WAN, businesses can optimize performance no matter the circumstances and 
benefit from unprecedented connectivity and security, all in one solution. No need to buy 
extra servers or new hardware, you can reuse or upgrade what you already have or swap out 
pieces, instead of an entire solution, to fit your business needs now, and for the future.

2019 Products of the Year, The Channel Co, CRN - https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/enterprise-networks/sd-wan/c103947-finaleprint.pdf?oid=p-

Cisco SD-WAN 
named CRN 2019 

Software-Defined 
Networking Product  

of the Year 

Faster Response - Broadband/cellular connectivity increases bandwidth, lowers carrier costs, 
accelerates branch set up, and adds failover capabilities

Better Application Experiences – Traffic is dynamically routed through the best path to ensure 
optimal app performance, all without direct IT oversight

Stronger Security Posture – Easily apply security policies to protect people and devices without 
compromising user experiences

Greater Management Flexibility – Gain real-time performance visibility, manage QoS, and 
quickly deploy updates or changes through a simple dashboard

https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/enterprise-networks/sd-wan/c103947-finaleprint.pdf?oid=psten020095


CompuNet: Your SD-WAN Trusted Advisor
CompuNet is perfectly positioned to enable you increase the speed, security, resiliency, and 
efficiency of your network. Together with Cisco, we can transform your WAN into an overlay 
fabric that securely connects your business to the internal, external, and cloud resources it 
needs — with the performance users crave and the flexibility IT requires.
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  https://compunet.biz/our-company/contact | 1-877-822-2841

As an engineering-led company, we can design, test, deploy, and support an SD-WAN solution 
that invents possibility and advances innovation throughout your organization.

Cisco Certifications:  Gold Partner, Master Collaboration Partner,  
Master Security Partner and Master Networking Partner

The transition to SD-WAN isn’t easy and to be successful, you need an experienced partner by 
your side. Our engineers are not only SD-WAN experts, but we’re also committed to ensuring 
you only get, and pay for, what you need.  

Simplified SD-WAN Transition

There are a lot of factors to consider when transitioning to SD-WAN, including the use of 
broadband, how to optimize the links and the network architecture you already have, and the 
impact of moving the on-premises infrastructure out to the cloud. If anything is missed, application 
performance could be severely degraded, which would negate your return on investment.

SD-WAN expertise:  We’re proficient from 
design through support in delivering successful 

Cisco-certified partner: Our engineers are 
highly experienced in Cisco technology solutions 
and hold a wealth of Cisco and other industry 

Solutions, not products: We consider your entire 
environment, not just the technology you want to 
deploy

Strong core values:  Built and led by engineers, 
we pride ourselves on transparency, integrity, and 
execution

Proven track record: As the trusted partner to our 
customers, we build long-term relationships that 
enable them to achieve business success

Take Your Next Step in Your Network’s Evolution: Get a Free SD-WAN  
Readiness Assessment
Step one to understanding your business needs is through a Readiness Assessment. Our team 
of experienced engineers will review your needs, challenges, and the connectivity you have in 
use today to help you determine if SD-WAN is the right solution to address your organization’s 
network requirements. 

https://compunet.biz/our-company/contact
https://compunet.biz/our-company/contact


Get a free SD-WAN 
Readiness Assessment
Our team of expert engineers will review your needs, challenges, and 

connectivity you have in use today to help you determine if SD-WAN is the 
right solution to address your organization’s network requirements.  

Reach out to a Compunet specialist

About CompuNet
CompuNet, Inc. is a leading value-added reseller and managed 
service provider for information technology solutions, with 
offices throughout Western U.S. and headquartered in 
Meridian, Idaho. The company is committed to understanding 
its clients’ currents business needs and aspirations for growth 
to deliver customer success. With expertise in engineering 
IT solutions that precisely fit those needs, they can deploy 
those solutions on-time, on-point and on-budget. 

compunet.biz/our-company/contact 1-877-822-2841

“CompuNet engineers strive to understand your business needs so we can engineer IT solutions 
that precisely fit those needs—on time and on budget. We architect technology solutions that 
help companies solve their business problems.” — Darrin Good

https://compunet.biz/our-company/contact

